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Pragati Yacht has partnered with Ecoworks Marine to launch their
wide range and sustainable Eco line of cleaning products to start a
change in our oceans in the USA territory.



Ecoworks Marine, Preserve the Living 
Seas® range, is the most sustainable way 
to keep vessels clean and to help reduce 
the pollution impact on all our oceans.

14 products that has been specifically 
formulated to be the most environmentally 
friendly, marine safe, sustainable, non-
flammable, bio- renewable and the quickest 
biodegradable to minimize the stress , acidity 
and potential pollution impact on the marine 
environment.



INTERIOR ENGINEERINGEXTERIORThe Ecoworks Marine, Preserve the Living Seas® line has a wide range of coverage, from laundry 
detergent to engine cleaner.

Our aim is to play our part in providing Superyacht, boat and marine industry operators, with a 
complete range of products for all areas, the interior, exterior and the engineering departments.

Healthier Marine Industry 
Operators  + Healthier 

Marine Life 

HEALTHY  
RESOURCES 



All Ecoworks Marine Preserve the 
Living Seas® products are compliant 
and surpass the MARPOL Annex 5 
1.7.5 criteria and are declared not 
harmful to the marine or river 
environment. The Preserve the Living 
Seas ® brand is a statement of intent 
from Ecoworks Marine to help reduce 
the decline of the fauna and flora of 
our oceans.



ecoall Surface Cleaner 
ecolaundry Liquid 
ecowashing-up Liquid 
econatural Sanitizer 
ecowashroom + head cleaner 
ecoglass cleaner 
ecovarnished wood cleaner + wax 
ecofabric cleaner Available in 5 liters, 1 liters, 750ml 

Ecoworks Marine, Preserve the Living Seas® product line



ecoteak deck cleaner 
ecorib cleaner
superyacht washdown 
ecoengine cleaner
ecobilge cleaner
ecofogbuster® drain cleaner + 
grey water additive 



Fundamentally our products are a very clever blend of
specifically chosen bacterias and enzymes, engineered by
our two Doctors of Biochemistry.
They are very different to chemical cleaners that use very
high (alkaline) or very low (acid) pH levels to burn dirt
and organic matter from a surface, in that they utilize the
natural resources of nature, and using targeted blends of
bacterias/enzymes and other ethical and replenishable
resources, they eat the dirt off a surface. Therefore, they
do not damage the surface, the environment, or harm
the person using them.

• Eco-solvents from plant
• Plant and fermentation extracts 
• Naturally derived sustainable 

surfactants 
• Naturally occurring non-hazardous 

bacteria and enzymes 

Core Ingredients 



• PH Neutral -Phosphate Free 
• Qualities -No Harmful chemicals 
• MARPOL Compliant 
• Marine pollution convention 73/78
• Ultimate Biodegradability 80% in 28 days, remaining 20% 

Within 90 days. -Most "Biodegradable" products are only primary which is 20% in 28 days with no limit as to            

when the remaining substance will disintegrate. 

Qualities



• We package our liquids within clear HDPE 2 
Plastics. 

• Made mainly from post-consumer products and 
are recyclable at the end of their useful life.

Is the most environmentally stable of all plastics –
giving off no harmful fumes into the environment.
Can be recycled up to 10x.

It is more cost efficient to produce HDPE 2 than 
virgin plastic.

Clear plastic is important also, many recycling 
centers don't have the means to process colored 
plastic bottles. 

Why not Glass? 
Glass creates more than 6 times the global
warming gases than plastic during manufacturing

glass is heavy for transportation and shipping. 

Why not bioplastics? 

Made from the same materials as conventional 
petroleum based plastics, but with even more 
chemicals to help break down faster.

Can not be recycled.

When on landfill they produce methane gases. 

Our packing



Our products are highly concentrated, many of which require diluting. 
This has the benefits of reducing your consumption of plastic, less 
product to store on board and making them very economically priced. 

All Surface Cleaner 1 Liter 
1:10 (1L will do 10L saving 9 
HDPE 2 Plastic bottles!) 

RRP $  20   diluted cost =$ 2   
a liter

Engine Cleaner 5 Liter 
1:10 (5L will do 50L saving 49 HDPE 
2 Plastic bottles!) 
RRP$ 61    diluted cost =$ 6.1   a 
liter

Benefits



We aim to replace undesirable ingredients wherever possible with
eco-solvents, plants and fermentation extracts, naturally derived
sustainable surfactants, naturally occurring non- hazardous bacteria
and enzymes.



We want our cleaning products not only to be safer for 
the environment but safer to the end user as well.



"The more time you spend out at sea, the more you
understand the need to preserve it. Because when you live on
the water, there's no buffer. It's crucial that everything you use
on board is completely environmentally friendly. As we embark
on our two year Round the World voyage, we're proud to have
Ecoworks Marine as an official supplier who share our passion
for protecting the oceans. Our hope is that the rest of the
industry follows their lead."

Emily Penn - Founder of expedition 



Ecoworks Marine Appointed Sustainability Partner
to the 52 SUPER SERIES,

the world’s leading grand prix mono hull yacht
racing circuit and 2019 marks the

eight season of the 52 SUPER SERIES. With 12
teams made up from 20 nations

are entered in this years events and they will be
the best yet.

For more information go to
http://www.52superseries.com

http://www.52superseries.com/


Ecoworks Marine Supply Volvo Ocean Race Yacht
“Turn The Tide On Plastic” since 2017.
Ecoworks Marine is proud to support Volvo Race
Team and Dee Caffari skipper of ”Turn The Tide On
Plastic” with our Preserve The Living Seas® range of
sustainable and marine benign cleaning products
for the boat and team.



One of the largest superyacht management companies in the industry Y.CO 
care about Ocean Health. They have put together the #clearwater campaign to 
introduce sustainable practices to their managed yachts. We are a chosen 
brand. 



Other  partners



Social Media





Ecoworks Marine and Pragati Yacht has partnered to deliver a message.

Ecoworks Marine created an amazing product line and Pragati Yacht was founded

with a mission to provide sustainable solutions to help our customers reduce the

negative impact in our environment, so we can continue enjoying the beauty of

our oceans.

Our responsibility is to create consciousness in the yachting industry, leave marine 

life for future generations and achieve  a symbiotic relationship with our oceans.


